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Caverion to continue partnership with the Technical University Munich - top-level research sets high requirements
Caverion and the Technical University Munich (TUM) have signed an extended contract on outsourcing the technical
maintenance of the university campus Weihenstephan in Freising, near Munich. The agreement includes the technical
disciplines of building automation, cooling, electricity and ventilation.

“The campus is known for top-level research. Consequently, the requirements for the building systems running in the background are high
and complex. We need a reliable partner who ensures smooth operations,” says Robert Tafertshofer from the Building Management of
the Campus Weihenstephan.The TUM campus in Weihenstephan houses among others the International Beverage Research Center
and the Agricultural Science Centre. Laboratory and research spaces make up about 15,000 square meters of gross floor area. Around
3,760 students are currently enrolled.

Caverion provides computer-aided facility management to save time and money; the configurations and system aided workflows can also
be utilised by the customer themselves for further other buildings. “This is a real value-added service for our customer as they can further
scale the maintenance set up including our security know-how,” says André Geselle, Caverion Branch Manager, Munich.
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For more information, please contact: Holger Winkelsträter, Head of Marketing and Communication, Caverion Germany, +49 89 374288
117, holger.winkelstraeter@caverion.com

Our life is shaped by the environments we build around us. By making built environments smart and sustainable, Caverion enables performance and people’s well-being. Customers
can trust our expert guidance during the entire life cycle of their buildings, infrastructure or industrial sites and processes: from design & build to projects, technical and industrial
maintenance, facility management as well as advisory services. Our customers are supported by over 16,000 professionals in 11 countries in Northern, Central and Eastern Europe.
Our revenue in 2019 was approximately EUR 2.1 billion. Caverion’s shares are listed on Nasdaq Helsinki. 
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